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Due to easy availability and more popularity of Microsoft Windows OS everywhere, Outlook Mac
users often get the need to carry out Mac Outlook Export to Windows Outlook process. Below
mentioned are some Useful and Genuine tips to carry out Mac Outlook Export to Windows Outlook
process.

Tip No.1- First and the most useful tip for users, who want to perform Outlook 2011 Mac to Windows
Outlook conversion is, create Outlook for Mac Archive .olm file. Users cannot access their Outlook
2011 Mac database directly into Windows Outlook. For that, they need to create OLM file first. An
OLM file can be created easily by following these steps [Click File Menu in Outlook 2011
Mac>>Select Export option>>Select items which needs to be exported to OLM file>>Choose not to
delete items from Outlook 2011 Mac>> Proceed and Save exported database as Outlook for Mac
Archive.olm file]

Tip No.2- Second tip, which is equally useful like the first tip is, take backup of OLM file on same
location. You can take back up of OLM file easily by copying that file on same location. If you will
choose to copy that OLM file to some other location then, time consumption will be more but, if you
will choose to copy that OLM on same location then, there will be no time consumption and it will get
copied quickly. Taking backup of OLM file on same location is useful because if any unpleasant
thing like damage or corruption will happen with original OLM file during OLM to PST conversion
process then, the user may face the issue of data loss but, if he had backed up that file on same
location then, this will not happen. He will be able to restart the conversion process with that copy of
OLM file.

Tip No.3-Third useful tip is, use (http://www.free.olm-to-pst-converter.com/) Free OLM to PST
Converter third party tool for OLM to PST conversion process. There is no provision of accessing
OLM file directly into Windows based Outlook editions thus, for that, the users have to perform the
conversion of OLM file format into PST file format and a third party tool is fully relevant solution to
perform OLM to PST conversion. With it, the users can convert the entire database of OLM file into
PST file in one go.

Which third party tool should be used for Mac Outlook Export to Windows Outlook process? Outlook
Mac Exporter is one better third party tool for Mac Outlook Export to Windows Outlook  process.
With it, the users can import the entire database of OLM file into Outlook PST file. All items from
OLM file including emails, contacts, notes, tasks and calendar can be imported to Windows Outlook
PST file with the help of this better tool.
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used to carry out a Mac Outlook Export to Windows Outlook process. 
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